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HE said, if Lincoln lived here today, ht would stand by .. x xklax absolutely

and ... How do we know this? Why, he says, Lincoln signed the Emanc1pat1on

procImation without a moment of hesitation.., perfectly this is where he would

stand, if he were here ... . Well, I thought ... I do not care if he is...

because Lincoln sat a whole day with the Emancipation proclrnation in front of

him, hesitating, and wonderful whether he should sign it or not. And in fact,
who

one of the general/said/ ... he removed the general from the office, because

Lincoln got out)( the Emancipation procimation... which he thought might

advance a war at that particular point, and the question was,Would this

procImation help the war? ... was a tremendously vital thing to do, and whether

it is wise or not, he considered the matter the whole day. And that being the history

o f the situation, to say that Lincoln never considered the matter, and he immediately
down

signed that proclamation, and today Lincoln would becx stay right4n the line

with the Labor Union, is ... So, you can see he was a Democrat, but he had

thousands of people who came and listm ed to him., . iHe had " tremendous

followers. I believe there are some today, too.

Mom .. But for the bcx last thirty years, I have hardly heard of him ....

but the last thirty years, hardly anybody heard of him. The Roman Catholic Church...

Everybody thought he was c such a great teacher, thousands of people followdd him,

and thought of him such a great teacher and such a tremendous leader, such a

tremendous figure, but back in 1935, well, they said, what happened to him?

What did he accomplish? What did he amount to? Who shall declare his

generation? He has no children, He has no posterity, either in spiritual sense or

physical sense or any other sense, as far as great influence is concerned. Of course,

that is not altogether ... But at any rate, this tremendous influence that he exerted

had disappeared. That is exactly what the disciples thought of. And many people
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